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As we celebrated this July Fourth while still tentatively emerging from the worst throes of the COVID-19 outbreak, it’s hard not to feel the weight of this year’s challenges. Foundational elements of ...
NATIONAL VIEW: America’s founders fought for the right to debate critical race theory
As we celebrated July Fourth earlier this month while still tentatively emerging from the worst throes of the COVID-19 outbreak, it was hard not to feel the weight of this ...
Editorial: Founders believed in debating ideas, not banning them
The racist idea that a Black human being could be counted as 3/5 of a person was part of our Constitution at the country's founding. Banning the teaching of that ...
GUEST EDITORIAL: Banning ideas is unconstitutional
Many voters have yet to pay attention to the emerging election, while polls have shown Newsom would beat back the effort to remove him. Republicans haven’t won a statewide race in heavily ...
California sets date for recall election targeting Newsom
BOARDMAN — Farmers National Bank is opening a new Interactive Teller Machine at 7334 Market St., near the intersection of Route 224 and Market Street. The new ITM/ATM features the ability to talk with ...
BUSINESS UPDATES | Farmers National Bank bringing new ITM to Boardman
Little Black Book, CEO of Asia’s DDB offering tells LBB’s Natasha Patel how he is aligning Unexpected Works in the region across a host of different and unique offices ...
DDB's David Tang on the Rugged Pragmatism of Asia
A $1 trillion bipartisan infrastructure deal senators struck with President Joe Biden is at risk of stalling out as Republicans mount stiff resistance over ways to pay for it and ...
Bipartisan infrastructure deal stalls as bigger plan gains
ESPN’s platform for exploring the intersections of race, sports and culture. Shahidi delivers the original spoken word track “To Be A Black Girl" on the EP, while Bailey covers Nina Simone’s ...
Chlöe, Shahidi, Cordae part of Disney EP honoring Black life
As we celebrate this July Fourth while still tentatively emerging from ... the teaching of critical race theory, a decades-old academic philosophy that explores the intersections of white ...
Around the nation
The current discourse about AI and cybersecurity often confuses the different perspectives, as if the intersection of disciplines ... (aka neural networks) are emerging as the main methods of ...
AI and Cybersecurity: Making Sense of the Confusion
The CEO and co-founder at quantum software platform Classiq thinks quantum computing is set to become the next global “space race.” Meanwhile ... The building blocks of quantum computing are already ...
Quantum computing's 1000 qubit leap by 2023
He writes at the intersection of queer theory, critical race theory, and the Catholic moral tradition. Follow him on Twitter: @cfordjr. Enter your email address to receive free newsletters from NCR.
US bishops' theology is the true scandal in Philadelphia foster care case
"The tight race and a fragmented Congress suggest that ... thanks in large part to base effects," said Sacha Tihanyi, head of emerging markets strategy at TD Securities. "We see the benefits ...
EMERGING MARKETS-Peruvian sol hits record low as socialist Castillo leads
Justin Carwile, 30, and DD Gillett, 61, are running for the open seat in the only contested Campbell County supervisor race this year ... political “situation” emerging nationally during ...
Two newcomers vie for Timberlake District supervisor seat
As we celebrated July Fourth earlier this month while still tentatively emerging from the worst throes of the COVID-19 outbreak, it was hard not to feel the weight of this ...
Founders believed in debating ideas, not banning them
As we celebrate this July Fourth week while still tentatively emerging from the worst throes of the COVID-19 outbreak, it’s hard not to feel the weight of this year’s challenges.
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